Abstract. TermiLog is a system implemented in SICStus Prolog for automatically checking termination of queries to logic programs. Given a program and query, the system either answers that the query terminates or that it cannot prove termination. The system can handle automatically 82% of the 120 programs we tested it on.
Introduction
TermiLog is a system, implemented in SICStus Prolog SICS95], for automatic termination analysis of logic programs. The system accepts as input a Prolog program and a query, and returns as the answer either that the query terminates or that it cannot prove termination. In contrast to some other systems the program does not have to satisfy any condition in order to be analyzed by TermiLog (e.g., in the system of Plu90], the program has to be well-moded). Most predened predicates of Prolog may appear in the program and are handled directly or by suitable transformations.
The type of termination analyzed by the system is the termination of computing all the answers to the given query, using Prolog's computation rule. As pointed out in O'K90], this is the relevant notion of termination for Prolog, because even when one is interested only in a single answer, it is still important to know that the computation of all answers terminates, due to the possibility of backtracking.
We have applied TermiLog to 120 programs, taken from the literature on termination and some benchmarks. 82% of these programs were analyzed correctly by TermiLog, completely automatically. The largest program that was analyzed is the 57-clause credit-evaluation expert system from StSh86]. where c and a 1 ; : : : ; a n are non-negative integers that depend only on f =n. The norm of a variable X is denoted by X itself. In general, the norm is a linear expression. To be used in a termination proof, however, the norm of the term must be an integer (such a term will be called instantiated enough). Note that the norm of a non-ground term may be an integer, since some of the a i may be zero. Our de nition of norm includes, as special cases, the term-size norm VanG91] and the list-size norm UV88].
The system consists of three main parts | see LiSa96, LiSa97] for details. The rst does the instantiation analysis | that is, it determines which argument positions of predicates are instantiated enough and which are not. The instantiation analysis is done by means of a bottom-up abstract interpretation similar to groundness analysis (cf. Cous92]).
The second part is inference of constraints among argument sizes. The types of constraints are the monotonicity and equality constraints of BrSa89], but the inference is done in a more accurate way. Since inferred constraints are not always needed to show termination, the system provides the option of restricting the constraint inference just to some parts of the given program.
The constraint inference also tells us whether a constraint is recursive or non-recursive. Non-recursive constraints can often be \factored out" from the termination analysis by automatic unfolding. This suggests a completely automatic way of handling, for example, the mergesort program, that previously was shown to terminate only by rst applying some ad hoc transformation.
The third part consists of constructing the query-mapping pairs and applying the test of Sag91], which was originally intended for Datalog programs and is here extended to general logic programs.
Benchmarks
This section sums up the results of applying our system to 120 programs taken from papers on termination DSD94, Plu90, AP94, Ver92], the benchmark collection of BGH94], and some other sources. TermiLog has analyzed correctly 82% of them. The results are given in the following table|explanations follow. The detailed results may be found in the tables in LiSaExp].
The TermiLog system has analyzed correctly all the examples from the survey of DSD94] on termination, including the mutually recursive bool. It is worth noting that mutual recursion does not require any special consideration in our system, while in earlier work Plu90, VanG91] special transformations were needed to eliminate mutual recursion. TermiLog can handle all the examples of Plu90] that Pl umer's own system can handle, except for the program perm. TermiLog can also handle the program mult, which Pl umer's system cannot handle. The program perm would be handled by our system once linear equalities among argument sizes are added.
The paper of AP94] does not deal with automatic termination analysis, but develops a theoretical basis for studying termination of logic programs as well as Prolog programs. Our system can handle all the examples of AP94], except for program perm of Plu90] and the map-coloring program of StSh86].
The benchmark collection of BGH94] has more complex programs than those usually found in the literature on termination. Out of the 24 programs in that collection, our system could handle 11 (46%) programs. Some programs of that benchmark could not be handled because the algorithms we use are not powerful enough to show their termination, while others were too big and caused memory problems.
The examples from Ver92] are handled automaticallly except for six, three of the latter being programs in which termination depends on the di erentiation between constants (cf. Llo87]), which is not made in our abstraction (cf. LiSa96]).
The TermiLog system has analyzed correctly 21 further examples, including * Four programming examples from the SICStus manual SICS95]. * Ackermann's function (from StSh86]). * Greatest common divisor. * Hu man codes computation. * Quicksort using di erence lists (from StSh86]). * 8 queens. * Rewriting system for normalizing expressions with an associative operator. * A game program from AP93]. * The Yale shooting problem from AB91]. * The credit-evaluation expert system from StSh86] (this 57-clause program is the biggest among all those analyzed).
It should be emphasized that all the experimental results reported in this section were obtained by using only the basic algorithms implemented in the system, and without any additional program transformations or other ad hoc features intended to increase the power of the system. An example session with TermiLog is given in LSS97].
